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Go-To Guides
We know that all children love to read books if they grab their attention and fire 
their imaginations. That is why we have created Go-To Guides, a fun and fact-filled 
range of one-stop guides to the fascinating world around us. 

We have used great non-fiction text and blended it with cool and current design to 
create a complete library of information books that kids will love to read, both at  
school and at home. 

Our Go-To Guides fit any market. They make great resources for school libraries and 
classrooms and are ideal at-home reads. 

At the back of this catalogue you will find a list of all our product. We hope you like it!

 GO-TO GUIDES – THE TOPICS

Go-To Guides focus on curriculum-linked topics with a high-interest approach:

 ANCIENT WORLDS

 NATURAL DISASTERS
 THE HUMAN BODY

 PLANET EARTH  AMAZING ANIMALS
 SPACE
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Home sweet home
Coral reefs develop in warm, shallow waters, where there is plenty of sunlight. They provide shelter from strong waves, and many plants and animals grow on them. 

A beautiful graveyardCoral reefs are formed from living animals called polyps, which live in large colonies. These animals build hard skeletons to support and protect themselves. Over time, the skeletons join together to form a coral reef. 

Stealthy sharksWhitetip reef sharks are often seen stealthily swimming over coral reefs in search of food. These sharks are named for the bright white tips of two of their fins. 

Sneaky seahorsesSeahorses are amazing reef-dwellers. These animals can 

change colour very quickly to match their surroundings. 

Some seahorses are not only the same colour as the coral 

they feed on, but they also grow bumps and lumps that 

make them look exactly the same as the coral. 

Cool Corals
Coral reefs are home to thousands of fish and 
other animals

Whitetip reef sharks hunt and eat the fish that 
swim around coral reefs.

Coral reefs are one of the most 
colourful places on Earth. These 
amazing, rock-like structures grow on 
the ocean floor near coastlines around 
the world. Coral reefs can be as small 
as a coin or as large as an entire island. 

Go-To Fact

Clownfish have adapted to living among the poisonous sea anemones that grow on coral reefs. The anemones keep clownfish safe from predators that dare not get too close to the anemones’ deadly tentacles. 

Clownfish are named for their 
bright, stripy colours and the way they dance and dart around the reef.

 GO-TO GUIDES – THE LONG AND THE SHORT

Go-To Guides are available as both 32-page, 
multi-book sets or as encyclopedias  
of 160 pages upwards.

GO-TO GUIDES –  THE FEATURES

• Go-To Fact: fact boxes provide additional 
high-interest information

• Go-To Quiz: quiz challenges invite readers to answer 
fun questions about each topic. Answers to the quiz 
challenges are found at the back of each book

• Go-To Try It Out!: fun, simple activities that readers 
can try to help them learn more about each topic



Rough and rugged
Mars has been hit by many asteroids over the centuries, so craters are common on the planet. Mars has a very thin atmosphere, which makes it an easy target for objects hurtling through space. 

The red planet

We now know that the surface of 
Mars is dry, dusty and rocky. Mars is 
covered by a thin layer of iron oxide 
(commonly called rust), which gives 
the planet its red colour. 

A watery past

In the past, the surface of Mars was 
very different, with liquid water 
covering the planet in rivers and 
oceans. Now, the temperature and 
atmospheric pressure are both too 
low to allow liquid water to exist 
on the planet’s surface, which has 
turned to rock and dust. 

Craters forever!
Craters on Mars can last a long time, because there is no liquid water and little wind to erode them, and there are no active volcanoes to cover them with lava. 

Mars is often called the ‘red 
planet’ because of the iron 
oxide that covers its surface.

A number of rovers 
have visited Mars to 
take photographs of 
its amazing surface.

After Earth, Mars  
is the best-explored  
planet in the solar system. 
Dozens of spacecraft have 
been launched to study the 
planet, and as a result, we 
know a huge amount about it. 

Go-To Fact

No Mars mission has ever  
brought back soil samples to Earth, 

but scientists have found at least 

34 meteorites that we know came 

from Mars. Three of these show 

possible evidence of ancient life:  
tiny structures resembling  

fossilised bacteria.

This artist’s impression 

shows the Curiosity rover 

on the surface of Mars.

Mars and   
       Martians!
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The Solar System
The Sun
The Earth and Moon
Extraterrestrials
Amazing Space Missions

Space introduces readers to the 
wonders of the universe and 
space science, including the solar 
system, our sun, the Earth and  
its moon, extraterrestrial life  
and amazing space missions.

 32 pages 8” x 10” Age 7+

 5 titles plus 160-page encyclopedia

SPACE

The Go-To Encyclopedia of Space
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Home sweet 
home
Coral reefs develop in 
warm, shallow waters, 
where there is plenty of 
sunlight. They provide 
shelter from strong waves, 
and many plants and 
animals grow on them. 

A beautiful graveyard

Coral reefs are formed from living animals 
called polyps, which live in large colonies. 
These animals build hard skeletons to support 

and protect themselves. Over time, the 
skeletons join together to form a coral reef. 

Stealthy sharks

Whitetip reef sharks are often 
seen stealthily swimming over 
coral reefs in search of food. These 
sharks are named for the bright 
white tips of two of their fins. 

Sneaky seahorses
Seahorses are amazing reef-dwellers. These animals can change colour very quickly to match their surroundings. Some seahorses are not only the same colour as the coral they feed on, but they also grow bumps and lumps that make them look exactly the same as the coral. 

Cool Corals
Coral reefs are home to 
thousands of fish and 
other animals

Whitetip reef sharks hunt 
and eat the fish that 
swim around coral reefs.

Coral reefs are one of the most 
colourful places on Earth. These 
amazing, rock-like structures grow on 
the ocean floor near coastlines around the world. Coral reefs can be as small 
as a coin or as large as an entire island. 

Go-To Fact

Clownfish have adapted to 
living among the poisonous 
sea anemones that grow on 

coral reefs. The anemones keep 
clownfish safe from predators 

that dare not get too close to the 
anemones’ deadly tentacles. 

Clownfish are named for their 

bright, stripy colours and the way 

they dance and dart around the reef.

Oceans
Coral Reefs
Deserts
Mountains
Rocks and Minerals
Earth’s Weather
Saving Our Earth

Planet Earth introduces readers to the 
wonders of our planet, including its 
oceans, coral reefs, deserts, mountains, 
rocks and minerals and its weather.

 32 pages 8” x 10” Age 7+

 7 titles plus 220-page encyclopedia

PLANET EARTHPLANET EARTH

The Go-To Encyclopedia of Planet Earth



Burning up
A pyroclastic flow can reach blisteringly hot temperatures of 400 to 1,300° F (200 to 700° C). These deadly flows burn everything in their path, including trees, vehicles and buildings. 

Killer cloud
A pyroclastic cloud is the most dangerous 
of any volcanic event. This enormous, 
toxic blast of incredibly hot gas and 
dust sweeps down the mountainside, 
destroying everything in its path.

BOMBS AND   
  MEGA CLOUDS

Pyroclastic flows can travel at up to 100 miles 

per hour (160 km/h). They move so fast that 

they are impossible to outrun. 

Volcanic bombs can be 
thrown many miles (km) 
from an erupting volcano. 

When a volcano explodes, there is little that people who live nearby can do except run for their lives. Exploding magma creates huge volcanic bombs and deadly dust and gas clouds called pyroclastic flows.  

Go-To Fact

As a pyroclastic flow cools, it 
forms a thick layer of ash. Ash 

clouds in the atmosphere endanger 

aircraft by clogging their engines. 

In April 2010, an ash cloud from 

a volcano in Iceland blew across 
northern Europe, grounding  

aircraft in 20 countries  
for six days.

Victims of Pompeii

Bomb attack
When a volcano explodes, it blasts out chunks of magma, called tephra. The largest chunks are as big as boulders and are known as volcanic bombs.

Toxic death

Even if people and animals are not directly in the 

path of a pyroclastic flow, they may still be killed by 

breathing in the toxic, hot gas. Many of the victims of 

Pompeii were caught up in the pyroclastic cloud that 

swept down the mountainside when 
Mount Vesuvius exploded in AD 79. 
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Volcanoes
Earthquakes
Tsunamis
Tornadoes
Wildfires
Hurricanes

Natural Disasters introduces 
readers to Earth’s devastating 
and awe-inspiring natural 
disasters, including volcanic 
eruptions, earthquakes, 
tsunamis, tornadoes, wildfires 
and hurricanes.

NATURAL DISASTERS

 32 pages 8” x 10” Age 7+

 6 titles plus 192-page encyclopedia

The Go-To Encyclopedia of Natural Disasters



Hooked and salted
The brain was removed through the nose by a long hook. Then the body was covered in a type of salt to dry it out. After 40 days, the salt was removed and the body was oiled to stop the skin from cracking.

First things first

The first step in making a mummy was  
to clean the body carefully and 
thoroughly. Then, the embalmers 
removed the liver, lungs  
and other organs.

 Mummy    
     Makers

The linen strips used to 
wrap up mummies were 
glued together with a sticky 
substance called resin.

The ancient Egyptians 
even mummified their 
cats sometimes!

The Eye of Horus was 
one of the most popular 
amulets. Horus was a 
god of the sky with 
a head of a hawk. He 
protected people and 
especially pharaohs. 

The ancient Egyptians  
believed in the afterlife,  
so they came up with  
a way to preserve the bodies of their dead for this next stage. This process is called mummification.  

Go-To Fact

When the mummy was complete, 

it was put inside a coffin called a 

sarcophagus. It was then placed 

inside a tomb along with food and 
drink, furniture, clothing  
and other things that  

might be needed in  
the afterlife. All wrapped up

Next, the body was wrapped in 
strips of fine linen cloth. While the mummy was being wrapped, a 
priest read out spells to chase off evil spirits and help the dead person travel safely through the underworld.

Lucky charms 

Embalmers also put lucky charms called 
amulets between the layers of linen cloth to 
protect the body on its journey to the afterlife. 
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Ancient Egypt
The Maya
The Aztecs
Ancient China
The Romans
Ancient Greece

Ancient Worlds introduces readers 
to the greatest ancient civilizations 
in history, including the ancient 
Egyptians, the ancient Chinese, the 
ancient Greeks, the ancient Romans, 
the Aztecs and the Maya.

ANCIENT WORLDS

 32 pages 8” x 10” Age 7+

 6 titles plus 192-page encyclopedia

The Go-To Encyclopedia of Ancient Worlds



Home sweet home
Lions live in Africa where it is very hot and dry. They live in areas of 
savanna or scrub. These are places with wide-open spaces, long grass, and few trees.

Tufty tails

Lions have round heads with large eyes, 
upright ears and long whiskers around their 
mouths. They are the only cats that have 
tufts at the end of their tails.

Do not pet!

Although wild cats look similar to pet cats, 
you wouldn’t want to risk petting one! An 
adult male lion can be 3 feet (1 m) tall and 
almost 10 feet (3 m) long from its nose to the 

tip of its tail. That’s the length of a small car!

The lion king

The lion is king of the 
grasslands in Africa. 
Grasslands are hot, dry 
habitats that are covered 
with long grasses and 
patches of thorny trees 
and bushes. 

meet the lion

A lion’s long, brown fur helps it 

to blend in with the dry, brown 
grasses of its savanna habitat. 

The lion hides in the grass to 
sneak up on the animals it hunts.
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Lions are large, powerful cats. Like tigers, leopards and other big, wild cats, lions have long bodies and long tails. They are covered in short, thick fur. Lions are predators 
that catch and eat 
zebras, giraffes 
and other large 
grassland animals.

Go-To Fact

A lion’s mane is a collar of long, 
stiff and wiry fur around its 
neck. The mane makes a male 

lion look bigger and scarier than 
he actually is. When a male lion 

fights, the mane helps to protect 
its throat from an enemy’s 

sharp teeth.

Adult male lions have manes. 
This is a ring of long fur 
around the lion’s head.

Dolphins and Whales
Animals in Danger
Deadly Animals
Sharks l  Big Cats l  Wolves

Reptiles and Amphibians
Apes and Monkeys
Predators and Prey
Birds l Penguins l Bugs

Amazing Animals introduces readers to the 
wonders of the animal kingdom, including  
its ferocious hunters such as sharks and  
big cats, its amazing marine animals and  
the creatures on our planet that are most  
in danger and in need of our protection.

amazing animals

 32 pages 8” x 10” Age 7+

 12 titles plus 376-page encyclopedia
The Go-To 

Encyclopedia of 
Amazing Animals



Can you feel your 
heart beat?
You can feel your heartbeat when you place your hand on the left side of your chest. This is because the heart is angled a little and a part of it taps against the left side of the chest as it beats.

Never gets tired
Unlike skeletal muscles, which 
pull on your bones to make 
body parts such as your arms 
and legs move, cardiac muscle 
does not get tired, even though 
it works all the time. 

Can’t live without it

The amazing human heart is a vital 
organ. It is protected by the rib cage, 
the bones that form the chest. The 
heart is the size of a grapefruit and it 
is located almost in the center of the 
chest, between the lungs. 

Super beater

The heart must beat every minute of every 
day to keep the body alive. The walls of 
the heart are made of a special kind of 
muscle called cardiac muscle. 

The Human Heart

The heart circulates the 
blood around the body 
three times every minute.

The heart circulates the blood around 

the body three times every minute.
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The human heart performs an incredible job. Every day, it pumps blood around the body through a network of tubes called blood vessels. As it does so it makes sure that oxygen reaches the organs, which allows them to work. It also ensures that waste from the body is carried away. The heart is the powerhouse  
of the entire human body.

Go-To Fact

Blood goes on an epic journey 
as it is pumped through 

the human body. There are 
61,137 miles (100,000 km) 

of blood vessels in  
your body.

If you laid your blood vessels end 
to-end, they would travel all the 
way around the world twice!

The Brain
The Heart
The Lungs
The Digestive System
The Senses
The Skeleton and Muscles

The Human Body introduces readers 
to the miraculous human body, 
including its remarkable brain, its 
powerhouse heart, its respiratory 
system, the extraordinary senses, 
skeletons and muscles and the 
workings of the digestive system.

THE HUMAN BODY

 32 pages 8” x 10” Age 7+

 6 titles plus 192-page encyclopedia

The Go-To Encyclopedia of The Human Body



Go-To Guides
Go-To Guides are available as school library series, 
classroom editions and encyclopedias.
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SPACE The Solar System 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Sun 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Earth and Moon 32pp 7+ l l l  
 Extraterrestrials 32pp 7+ l l l  
 Amazing Space Missions 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Space 160pp 7+ l  l  
PLANET EARTH Oceans 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Coral Reefs 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Deserts 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Mountains 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Rocks and Minerals 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Earth’s Weather 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Saving Our Earth 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Planet Earth 220pp 7+ l  l  l

NATURAL DISASTERS Volcanoes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Earthquakes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Tsunamis 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Tornadoes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Wildfires 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Hurricanes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Natural Disasters 192pp 7+ l  l  l
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SPACE The Solar System 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Sun 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Earth and Moon 32pp 7+ l l l  
 Extraterrestrials 32pp 7+ l l l  
 Amazing Space Missions 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Space 160pp 7+ l  l  
PLANET EARTH Oceans 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Coral Reefs 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Deserts 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Mountains 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Rocks and Minerals 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Earth’s Weather 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Saving Our Earth 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Planet Earth 220pp 7+ l  l  l

NATURAL DISASTERS Volcanoes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Earthquakes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Tsunamis 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Tornadoes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Wildfires 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Hurricanes 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Natural Disasters 192pp 7+ l  l  l

ANCIENT WORLDS Ancient Egypt 32pp 7+ l l  l l

 The Maya 32pp 7+ l l  l l

 The Aztecs 32pp 7+ l l  l l

 Ancient China 32pp 7+ l l  l l

 The Romans 32pp 7+ l l  l l

 Ancient Greece 32pp 7+ l l  l l

 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Ancient Worlds 192pp 7+ l   l l

AMAZING ANIMALS Dolphins and Whales 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Animals in Danger 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Deadly Animals   32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Sharks 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Big Cats   32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Wolves   32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Reptiles and Amphibians 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Apes and Monkeys 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Predators and Prey 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Birds 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Penguins   32pp 7+ l l l  l

 Bugs 32pp 7+ l l l  l

 The Go-To Encyclopedia of Amazing Animals 376pp 7+ l  l  l

THE HUMAN BODY The Brain 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Heart 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Lungs 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Digestive System 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Senses 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Skeleton and Muscles 32pp 7+ l l l  
 The Go-To Encyclopedia of the Human Body 192pp 7+ l  l  



Add Go-To Guides 
to your list!

For all sales please contact us at: 

t: +44 (0) 1746 218085  
e: sarah@calciumcreative.co.uk

www.calciumcreative.co.uk Children’s Books
calcium


